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Now United - All Around The World

                            tom:
                F

             F
All around the world, all around the world
  F7
All around the world, all around the world
Bb
Yeah, we know how to do it
Bbm
Oh, we know how to do it, show you love
 F
Someday maybe it won't be hard
F7
For us to see we're not that far
Bb
Apart from each other
Bbm
And everybody gets along

F
We'll party hard from all the stars
F7
From East LA to South from us
Bb
We can all be together
Bbm
Just in love forever

 F
So put your hand in my hand, we can go for a ride
F7
Don't need no plane, yeah, we're leaving tonight
Bb
And anywhere we go, anywhere we go
Bbm
We'll never be alone, never be alone, 'cause

F
All around the world

All around the world (show you love)
F7
All around the world, all around the world
Bb
Yeah, we know how to do it
        Bbm
Oh, we know how to do this, show you love
F
All around the world, all around the world
F7
All around the world, all around the world
          Bb
Yeah, we know how to do it
        Bbm
Oh, we know how to do this, show you love
F
Someday (someday)
                       F7
Getting along will be easy (easy)
                             Bb
I'll be right here when you need me
             Bbm
Believe me, it´s so easy
              F
So put your hand in my hand, we can go for a ride
 F7
Don't need no plane, yeah, we're leaving tonight
      Bb
And anywhere we go, anywhere we go
     Bbm
We'll never be alone, never be alone, 'cause

 F
All around the world

All around the world (show you love)
 F7
All around the world, all around the world
           Bb
Yeah, we know how to do it
           Bbm
Oh, we know how to do this, show you love

 F
All around the world, all around the world
       F7
All around the world, all around the world
          Bb
Yeah, we know how to do it
           Bbm
Oh, we know how to do this, show you love

  F
Hong Kong to Atlanta, you can find

I'll show you major love
 F7
Never know what the canvas says

In store until you grab a brush
Bb
Everybody's got something

Unique that makes them special
 Bbm
And a helping hand can always

Take it to another level
     F
Uh, show love when you get love

Show love when you get love
 F7
Show love when you get love

Show love when you get love
  Bb
Everybody's got something

Unique that makes them special
   Bbm
And a helping hand can always

Take it to another level
F
All around the world

All around the world (show you love)
F7
All around the world, all around the world
         Bb
Yeah, we know how to do it

(How to do, how to do it)
           Bbm
Oh, we know how to do this

Show you love (show you love)
F
All around the world, all around the world
F7
All around the world, all around the world
          Bb
Yeah, we know how to do it (hey)
         Bbm
Oh, we know how to do this, show you love
F    F7
Oh, oh (show you love)
Bb         Bbm
Yeah, yeah, yeah (show you love)
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